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We consider the verification of a particular class of infinite-state
systems, namely systems consisting of finite-state processes that com-
municate via unbounded lossy FIFO channels. This class is able to
model, e.g., link protocols such as the Alternating Bit Protocol and
HDLC. For this class of systems, we show that several interesting
verification problems are decidable by giving algorithms for verifying
(1) the reachability problemis a finite set of global states reachable
from some other global state of the system? (2) safety properties over
traces formulated as regular sets of allowed finite traces, and (3) even-
tuality propertiesdo all computations of a system eventually reach
a given set of states? We have used the algorithms to verify some
idealized sliding-window protocols with reasonable time and space
resources. Our results should be contrasted with the well-known fact
that these problems are undecidable for systems with unbounded
perfect FIFO channels. ] 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
During the last decade, the research on methods for algo-
rithmic verification of concurrent and parallel systems has
expanded dramatically. Substantial progress has been made
in the verification of finite-state systems, for which efficient
algorithmic verification methods have been developed and
successfully applied to, e.g., communication protocols and
hardware structures [BCM+90, CES86, Hol91, VW86,
etc.]). For infinite-state systems, e.g., systems that operate
on data from unbounded domains, algorithmic verification
is more difficult. In general, verification of infinite-state
systems requires a substantial manual effort, since most
interesting verification problems are undecidable. Recently,
algorithmic verification methods have been developed for
some classes of infinite-state systems, such as certain types
of real-time systems that operate on clocks [ACD90, Yi91,
C8 92], data-independent systems [JP93, Wol86], systems
with many identical processes [CG87, GS92, SG90], con-
text-free processes [BS92, CHS92, CHM93], and Petri nets
[Jan90]. In order to extend the applicability of algorithmic
verification, we consider it important to develop analogous
techniques also for other classes of infinite-state systems.
A class of systems which has been important in the
analysis of, e.g., communication protocols consists of finite-
state processes that communicate via unbounded FIFO
channels [BZ83, Boc78]. Such systems are infinite-state
due to the unboundedness of the channels, and it is well
known that most interesting verification problems are
undecidable for this class of systems [BZ83]. Several
verification methods have been developed for such systems
[BZ83, CF87, GGLR87, Pac87, PP91, SZ91], but since the
verification problem is undecidable, there is no completely
automatic verification method which covers the whole class.
In this paper, we consider a variant of this class where the
FIFO channels are unreliable, in that they may nondeter-
ministically lose messages. In spite of this restriction, we
can model many interesting systems, e.g., link protocols
such as the Alternating Bit Protocol [BSW69] and HDLC
[ISO79]. These protocols and others are designed to
operate correctly even in the case where the FIFO channels
are faulty and may lose messages. In order to model and
verify such systems, it is therefore sufficient that there is an
algorithm for verifying systems that communicate via
unbounded but lossy FIFO channels.
In this paper, we consider algorithmic verification of
finite-state systems that communicate via unbounded but
lossy FIFO channels. We show that several interesting
verification problems are decidable for such systems. More
precisely, we give algorithms for verifying the following
classes of properties.
1. The reachability problem: Is a set of given states of
such a system reachable from some other state of the
system?
2. Safety properties: Does a system satisfy a safety
property over traces, formulated as a regular set of allowed
finite traces? This problem can be verified via a transforma-
tion to the reachability problem.
3. A simple class of eventuality properties: Do all com-
putations of a system eventually reach a given set of states?
This result has also been proven independently by Finkel
[Fin94]. The class of eventuality properties we consider
here correspond to the class of guarantee properties in the
hierarchy of temporal properties in [MP92]. We make no
assumption on fairness in the channels. Thus a system may
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fail to meet a certain eventuality property because the
channels lose all their messages.
Our algorithms show that the above problems are decidable
for systems with lossy communication channels. This
should be contrasted with the fact the these problems are
undecidable for systems with perfect FIFO channels.
The main idea of the algorithm for deciding whether a
set N of states is reachable is to perform a search which
analyzes the behavior ‘‘backwards’’ from the set N, trying
to find a path to the initial state. Since channels are
unbounded, this search is a priori unbounded, but two facts
make the search bounded. The first fact is that we do not
have to analyze a state for which we have already analyzed
a ‘‘simpler’’ state. A state is ‘‘simpler’’ than another if the
states differ only in that the content of each channel in the
first state is a (not necessarily contiguous) substring of
the content of the same channel in the second state. The
second fact is that by a result in language theory (Higman’s
theorem) only a finite number of states can be generated if
we discard states that have ‘‘simpler’’ variants.
We have presently not determined the complexity of
the verification problem. However, some experiments with
sliding-window protocols indicate that non-trivial examples
can be analyzed with reasonable time and space resources.
An interesting consequence of our result is that our
methods and results generalize directly to systems that use
other sequence-like data structures that may lose elements.
For instance, it follows that for Turing machines with a tape
that may nondeterministically lose symbols, properties such
as the halting problem are decidable.
Related Work. Considerable attention has been paid to
the problem of analyzing systems that communicate over
perfect unbounded FIFO channels. All interesting verifica-
tion problems for these systems are in general undecidable,
since the channels may be used to simulate the tape of a
Turing machine [BZ83]. Decidability results have been
obtained for limited subclasses. Most problems are
decidable if the channel alphabets are of size one (in which
case the system may be simulated by Petri nets [KM69,
RY86]), or if the language of each channel is bounded
(in which case the system becomes finite-state [GGLR87,
CF87]).
Algorithms for partial verification, which may or may not
succeed in analyzing a given system, have been developed
by Purushotaman and Peng [PP91] and by Brand and
Joyner [BZ83]. These works do not characterize a class of
systems for which their method works. Finkel [Fin88]
presents a limited class of systems for which verification is
decidable; this class does not cover, e.g., the Alternating Bit
protocol. Sistla and Zuck [SZ91] present a verification
procedure for reasoning about a certain set of temporal
properties over systems with FIFO channels. The method is
not powerful enough to reason about arbitrary finite state
machines.
Pachl [Pac87] shows that the reachability problem is
decidable if the set of reachable states of the system for each
control state consists of a set of channel contents that con-
stitute a recognizable language. It can be proven that this
property holds for any system with lossy FIFO channels. In
this way, one obtains an alternative proof of decidability for
the reachability problem.
Wolper [Wol86] shows that by using an assumption of
data-independence, the problem of proving that a data-
independent system satisfies the specification of a perfect
FIFO channel can be transformed into a verification
problem for finite-state systems. This result is different from
ours and the above, since we prove properties about a
system with FIFO buffers.
Outline. The remainder of the paper is organized as
follows. In the next section, we present basic definitions of
finite state systems with lossy FIFO channels. In Section 3
we use the definitions to describe the Alternating Bit
Protocol. In Section 4 we present the properties that we
verify, and describe how to transform arbitrary safety
properties to the reachability problem. In Section 5 we pre-
sent algorithms for deciding these properties, and argue for
their correctness. Section 6 contains a few empirical results
from running the algorithm. In Section 7 we present conclu-
sions and directions for future research. In the Appendix we
give proofs for some of the lemmas in the paper.
2. SYSTEMS WITH LOSSY CHANNELS
In this section, we present the basic definitions of finite-
state systems with unbounded but lossy FIFO channels.
Intuitively, such a system has two parts: a control part
and a channel part. The channel part consists of a set of
channels, each of which contains a sequence of messages
from a finite alphabet. The control part is a finite-state
labeled transition system. Typically, the finite-state part
models the total behavior of a number of processes that
communicate over the channels. With each transition of the
control part there may be associated either some observable
interaction with the environment of the system, or an opera-
tion on the channels. This operation may remove a message
from the head of a channel or insert a message at the end of
a channel. In addition, a channel can nondeterministically
lose messages at any time.
For a set M we use M* to denote the set of finite strings
of elements in M. For x, y # M* we let x v y denote the
concatenation of x and y. The empty string is denoted by =.
If x{=, then first(x) (last(x)) denotes the first (last) element
of x. For sets C and M, a string vector from C to M is a func-
tion C [ M*. For a string vector w from C to M we use
w[c :=x] for the string vector w$ such that w$(c)=x, and
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w$(d )=w(d ), for d{c. The string vector which maps all
elements in C to the empty string is denoted =.
Definition 2.1. A lossy channel system L is a tuple
(S, s0 , A, C, M, $) , where
S is a finite set of control states,
s0 # S is an initial control state,
A is a finite set of actions,
C is a finite set of channels,
M is a finite set of messages,
$ is a finite set of transitions, each of which is a triple of
the form (s1 , op, s2) , where s1 and s2 are control states, and
op is a label of one of the forms
 c!m, where c # C and m # M,
 c?m, where c # C and m # M,
 a, where a # A _ [{].
Intuitively, the finite-state control part of the lossy
channel system (S, s0 , A, C, M, $) is an ordinary labeled
transition system with states S, initial state s0 , and tran-
sitions $. The channel part is represented by the set C of
channels, each of which may contain a string of messages
in M. The set A denotes a set of observable interactions with
the environment. Each transition in $ may perform either an
observable interaction in A, the unobservable action {, or
an operation, where
v a transition of form (s1 , c!m, s2) represents a change
of the control state from s1 to s2 while appending the
message m to the end of channel c, and where
v a transition of form (s1 , c?m), s2 represents a change
of the control state from s1 to s2 while removing the message
m from the head of channel c.
The operational behavior of a lossy channel system is
defined by formalizing the intuitive behavior of the system
as a labeled transition system with infinitely many states.
Let L be the lossy channel system (S, s0 , A, C, M, $).
A global state # of L is a pair (s, w) , where s # S and w is
a string vector from C to M. The initial global state #0 of L
is the pair (s0 , =). We shall define a relation  as a set of
triples (#, a, #$) , where # and #$ are global states, and
a # A _ [{]. We let # wa #$ denote (#, a, #$) # . We define
 to be the smallest set such that
1. if (s1 , c!m, s2) # $, then (s1 , w) w
{ (s2 , w[c :=
w(c) vm]) , i.e., the control state changes from s1 to s2 and
m is appended to the end of channel c.
2. if (s1 , c?m, s2) # $, and if w$=w[c :=m vw(c)],
then (s1 , w$) w
{ (s2 , w) , i.e., the control state is changed
from s1 to s2 and m is removed from the head of channel c.
Note that if w(c)==, or if first(w(c)){m, then the transi-
tion (s1 , c?m, s2) cannot be performed from the global
state (s1 , w).
3. if w(c)=x vm vy, then (s, w) w{ (s, w[c :=
x vy]) , i.e., the message m is lost from the contents of chan-
nel c without changing the control state.
4. if (s1 , a, s2) # $, then (s1 , w) w
a a(s2 , w) i.e., the
control state is changed from s1 to s2 while the action a is
performed.
For global states # and #$, and a sequence _ # A*, we write
# =O
_
#$ to denote that there is a finite sequence
#=#1 w
a1 #2 w
a2 } } } ww
an&1 #n=#$
where _ is the sequence of non-{ actions among a1 , ..., an&1.
We use #  #$ to denote that # wa #$, for some
a # A _ [{], and # * #$ to denote that there is a _ such that
# =O_ #$. A global state #$ is said to be reachable from a
global state # if # * #$. A global state # is said to be reachable
if # is reachable from the initial global state #0 .
3. EXAMPLE: THE ALTERNATING BIT PROTOCOL
In this section we model the well-known Alternating Bit
Protocol [BSW69] as a lossy channel system. The alter-
nating bit protocol contains a Sender and a Receiver that
communicate over two FIFO channels cM (used to transmit
messages from the Sender to the Receiver) and cA (used to
transmit acknowledgments from the Receiver to the
Sender). Both channels are faulty in the sense that they can
lose but not reorder messages.
The purpose of the protocol is to transmit messages from
the Sender to the Receiver in correct order, in spite of the
fact that the channels can lose messages. Corruption of
messages can also be taken into account by modeling it as
loss (some mechanism will detect and discard a corrupted
message).
The operation of the protocol is the following:
The Sender reads a pending message to be sent to the
Receiver. It adds a sequence number to the message, sends
it over the channel cM to the Receiver and awaits an ack-
nowledgment from the Receiver with the same sequence
number. If it arrives, the procedure is repeated with the
next pending message but with sequence numbers inverted.
If no acknowledgment arrives within some time period the
Sender retransmits the message. Retransmissions are
repeated until a corresponding acknowledgment arrives.
The Receiver receives messages with accompanying
sequence numbers from the channel cM. When the message
has the expected sequence number, the message is delivered,
and the Receiver looks for a message with inverted sequence
number. Messages with nonexpected sequence numbers are
discarded. The Receiver sends acknowledgments to the
Sender over the channel cA. An acknowledgment contains
the sequence number of the last received message.
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FIG. 1. The Sender and the Receiver of the Alternating Bit Protocol.
In Fig. 1 the Sender and the Receiver are represented by
labeled transition systems. In our model we have omitted
the actual messages; i.e., only sequence numbers are trans-
mitted over the channels. The finite state control part of the
lossy channel system is obtained as the combination of these
two transition systems. The protocol operates on the two
channels cM and cA . This means that the model of the
Alternating Bit Protocol is the lossy channel system
(S, s0 , A, C, M, $) , where
S is the set of pairs of the form (i, j) , where 1i, j4,
s0 is the state (1, 1) ,
A is the set [Snd, Rcv], where Snd represents the sending
of a message by the environment to the protocol, and Rcv
represents the reception of a message by the environment
from the protocol,
C is the set [cM, cA],
M is the set [0, 1], i.e., messages consist of only a
sequence number,
$ consists of the tuples of the form ((s1 , r1) , op,
(s2 , r2)) , where either r1=r2 and (s1 , op, s2) is a tran-
sition in the Sender component or s1=s2 and (r1 , op, r2)
is a transition in the Receiver component.
4. PROPERTIES OF LOSSY CHANNEL SYSTEMS
In this section, we present the reachability problem,
safety properties, and eventuality properties. We also
outline a transformation from safety properties to the
reachability problem.
The Reachability Problem. The reachability problem for
lossy channel systems is the following.
Instance. A lossy channel system L and a finite set 1 of
global states of L.
Question. Is some state in 1 reachable in L?
Typically, the set 1 may represent states with some
undesired property, which we do not want to occur when
the system executes. A special case of the reachability
problem is whether a certain set of control states is
reachable. Formally, a finite set of control states represents
an infinite number of global states, but due to the fact that
channels may lose messages, it is equivalent to pose the
question whether it is possible to reach a control state in the
set with all channels empty. This set of global states is finite;
note, however, that an algorithm for deciding the question
must consider an infinite state-space of global states.
Safety Properties. The reachability problem is related to
so-called safety properties. An intuitive characterization of
safety properties is that ‘‘nothing bad will ever happen.’’
Thus if # is a ‘‘bad’’ global state, then the property ‘‘# is not
reachable’’ is a safety property.
A class of safety properties can be described by specifying
sequences of observable actions in A that are allowed to
occur when the system executes. For instance, the property
that Snd is the first action, that each Snd action may only be
followed by a Rcv action, and that each Rcv action may only
be followed by a Snd action can be formulated as the set of
sequences
(Snd Rcv)* _ (Snd Rcv)* Snd.
A trace of a lossy channel system L is a sequence _ # A*
such that #0 =O
_ # for some #. We denote the set of traces of
L by Traces(L). Letting 7 denote the set of acceptable
sequences of observable actions, safety properties of traces
of L can be formulated as follows.
Instance. A lossy channel system L=(S, s0 , A, C, $, F)
and a set 7A* of strings over A.
Question. Does Traces(L)7 hold?
A positive answer to the question means that the system
satisfies the property represented by 7.
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If 7 is a regular set then there is a procedure for trans-
forming the problem of deciding safety properties into
the problem of deciding reachability [VW86, GW93]. The
transformation proceeds as follows.
1. Construct a finite automaton M that accepts the
complement of 7.
2. Form the product of L and M in which L and M
synchronize over transitions with actions in A.
3. The problem of deciding whether L satisfies the
safety property represented by 7 has now been transformed
to the question whether a state of the product in which the
M-component is accepting is reachable.
More precisely, we let a finite automaton be a tuple (T, t0 ,
A, \, F) , where T is a set of states, t0 # T is an initial state,
A is a set of actions, \(T_A_T ) is a transition relation,
and FT is a set of accepting states. The product of a
lossy channel system L=(S, s0 , A, C, M, $) and a finite
automaton M=(T, t0 , A, \, F) (note that the sets of
actions are the same for the lossy channel system and the
finite automaton), denoted L&M, is the lossy channel
system (S_T, (s0 , t0), A, C, M, $$) where $$ is the set of
triples of form ((s1 , t1), op, (s2 , t2)) such that either
v op is of the form c!m, c?m, or {, and t1=t2 , and
(s1 , op, s2) is a transition in $, or
v op # A, (s1 , op, s2) is a transition in $, and (t1 , op, t2)
is a transition in \.
The problem of deciding
Traces(L)7
has then been transformed into the equivalent problem of
deciding
No state of form ((s, t) , =) where t is an accepting
state of M is reachable in L&M.
Example 4.1. The safety property
(Snd Rcv)* _ (Snd Rcv)* Snd
is represented by the finite automaton in Fig. 2 which
accepts the complement of the allowed sequences. No two
read actions may be performed consecutively, and no
two write actions may be performed consecutively. This
automaton may be used as a specification for the Alter-
nating Bit protocol in Section 3.
Eventuallity Properties. In this paper we shall consider a
simple class of eventuality properties:
Instance. A lossy channel system L, and a set N of
control states of L.
FIG. 2. Specification of the Alternating Bit Protocol.
Question. Do all sequences of transitions of L even-
tually reach a global state whose control component is
in N?
5. ALGORITHMS
In this section we give algorithms for deciding the
reachability problem and the eventuality problem. Safety
properties over traces can be verified from the algorithm for
reachability, as described in Section 4.
For x1 , x2 # M*, let x1Px2 denote that x1 is a (not
necessarily contiguous) substring of x2 . If w1 , w2 are
string vectors from C to M, then w1Pw2 denotes that
w1(c)Pw2(c) for each c # C. Let (s1 , w1) P(s2 , w2)
denote that s1=s2 and w1Pw2.
5.1. Deciding the Reachability Problem
The main idea of our algorithm for deciding whether
some global state in a set 1 is reachable is to perform a
reachability analysis ‘‘backwards’’ from the set 1, trying to
find a path to the initial state. It turns out that it is incon-
venient to use the direct inverse of the transition relation ,
e.g., since this will generate ‘‘backward’’ paths that add
messages to channels in an uncontrolled manner. Instead we
define a new ‘‘backward’’ transition relation  on global
states, which goes in a direction opposite that of  but is
not simply the inverse of . One difference is that the
-transitions that are caused by message loss in channels
are not mirrored in  . In some cases #1  #2 denotes that
the state #1 can be reached from #2 by first performing a
-transition and thereafter losing a certain message. An
important property (described in Theorem 5.3) is that for
any global states #1 and #2 , where #1 is of the form (s1 , =) ,
we have #1 * #2 if and only if #2 * #1. This means that we
can decide the reachability problem by a backwards
reachability analysis from the set 1. This backward search
is not a priori bounded. In order to show that the search is
finite, we prove in Lemma 5.5 that if #1 P#2, then for each
-path from #2 to the initial global state there is a shorter
or equal-length -path from #1 to the initial state. This
means that we do not need to analyze states for which
‘‘simpler’’ states (with respect to the relation P) have been
analyzed. Finally, it follows from Higman’s theorem
(Theorem 5.6) that this fact makes the number of states that
must be analyzed finite.
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Definition 5.1. Let L=(S, s0 , A, C, M, $) be a lossy
channel system. Define  to be the smallest binary relation
on global states such that
1. if (s2 , c!m, s1) # $ then (s1 , w[c :=w(c) vm]) 
(s2 , w) ,
2. if (s2 , c!m, s1) # $, w(c){=, and last(w(c)){m, then
(s1 , w)  (s2 , w) ,
3. if (s2 , c!m, s1) # $, and w(c)==, then (s1 , w) 
(s2 , w) ,
4. if (s2 , c?m, s1) # $ then (s1 , w)  (s2 , w[c :=m v
w(c)]) ,
5. if (s2 , a, s1) # $, then (s1 , w)  (s2 , w).
In case 2, we could have omitted the condition
last(w(c)){m. In such a case there would be two
-transitions corresponding to (s2 , c!m, s1) from a global
state (s2 , w) where last(w(c))=m (corresponding to case 1
and case 2). However in our algorithm for reachability
(which we will describe later in this section) the transition
generated by case 2 is always subsumed by the one
generated from case 1, and hence we choose to omit it
already in the definition of .
The relation between  and  is captured by the fol-
lowing lemma.
Lemma 5.2. If #1 and #2 are global states of a lossy
channel system, then
(a) (#1  #2)#(#2 * #1)
(b) for any global state #4 we have
#1  #2 #3P#1\ 7 +#_#3 .\ 7 + .#4 P#2 #4 * #3
Proof. (a) Suppose that #1  #2 . Let #1=(s1 , w1) and
#2=(s2 , w2) . There are five cases to check corresponding
to the five cases in the definition of .
1. If (s2 , c!m, s1) # $ and w1=w2[c :=w2(c) vm]. We
have (s2 , w2) w
{ (s1 , w1).
2. If (s2 , c!m, s1) # $, w1(c){=, last(w1(c)){m, and
w1=w2 . We have (s2 , w2) w
{ (s1 , w1 [c := w1(c) vm])
and (s1 , w1 [c :=w1(c) vm]) w
{ (s1 , w1) .
3. If (s2 , c!m, s1) # $, w1(c)==, and w1=w2 . We have
(s2 , w2) w
{ (s1 , w1 [c :=m]) and (s1 , w1 [c :=m]) w
{
(s1 , w1) .
4. If (s2 , c?m, s1) # $ and w2=w1 [c :=m vw1(c)]. We
have (s2 , w2) w
{5 (s1 , w1{) .
5. if (s2 , a, s1) # $ and w1=w2 . We have (s2 , w2) w
a
(s1 , w1) .
(b) Suppose that #1  #2 and #4P#2 . Let #1=(s1 , w1) ,
#2=(s2 , w2) , and #4=(s2 , w4), where w4Pw2 . There are
four cases to check corresponding to the four cases in the
definition of . For each case we find w3 and define #3 to be
(s1 , w3). In each case it can easily be checked that #3P#1
and that #4 * #3.
1. If (s1 , c!m, s2) # $ and w2=w1 [c :=w1(c) vm],
then if last(w4(c))=m then take w3 such that w4=
w3[c :=w3(c) vm], otherwise if last(w4(c)){m or
w4(c)== then take w3=w4 .
2. If (s1 , c?m, s2) # $ and w1=w2[c :=m vw2(c)],
then take w3=w4 [c :=m vw4(c)].
3. If s1=s2 and for some x, y we have w1(c)=x vm v y
and w2(c)=x vy, then take w3=w4 which makes #4=#3 .
4. if (s1 , a, s2) # $ and w2=w1 , then take w3=w4 . K
From Lemma 5.2 we can infer that #1 * #2 implies
#1 * #2 (this follows from (a)), and that #1 * #2 implies that
there is a state #3 with #3 P#1 such that #2 * #3 (this follows
from (b)). In particular, we have the following.
Theorem 5.3. If #1=(s1 , =) and #2 are global states of
a lossy channel system, then
#1 * #2 iff #2 * #1
Proof. Follows directly from Lemma 5.2. K
The fact that backward reachability of a state can be
simulated by backward reachability of a ‘‘simpler’’ state is
described by the following lemmas.
Lemma 5.4. For any global states #1 , #2 , and #3 of a lossy
channel system, we have
#1  #2 #4P#2\ 7 +#_#4 .\ 7 + .#3P#1 #3#4
Proof. Let #1=(s1 , w1) , #2=(s2 , w2) , and #3=
(s1 , w3) , where w3Pw1. The proof is divided into five
cases, corresponding to the cases in the definition of . For
each case, we describe how to find w4 and define #4 to be
(s2 , w4). In each case it can easily be checked that #4P#2 ,
and that #3  #4.
1. (s2 , c!m, s1) # $ and w1=w2 [c :=w2(c) vm]. There
are three cases:
(a) If there is a w$3 such that w3=w$3[c :=w$3(c) vm],
then take w4=w$3 .
(b) If w3(c){= and last(w3(c)){m, take w4=w3 .
(c) If w3(c)==, take w4=w3 .
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2. (s2 , c!m, s1) # $, w1=w2 , w1(c){=, and last(w1(c))
{m. The proof is similar to that of the previous case.
3. (s2 , c!m, s1) # $, w1=w2 , and w1(c)==. This means
that w3(c)==. Take w4=w3 .
4. (s2 , c?m, s1) # $, w2=w1[c :=m vw1(c)]. Take
w4=w3 [c :=m vw3(c)].
5. (s2 , a, s1) # $, w2=w1 . Take w4=w3 . K
Define the distance of a global state # (denoted dist(#)) as
the minimal number of -transitions needed for coming
from # to the initial state #0 . If the initial state is not
reachable from # via  then define dist(#)=.
Lemma 5.5. If #1 and #2 are global states of a lossy
channel system such that #1 P#2 then dist(#1)dist(#2).
Proof. Follows directly from Lemma 5.4. K
We are now ready to present the reachability algorithm.
The algorithm (displayed in Fig. 3) inputs the set 1 of
global states, and should check whether 1 is reachable or
not. The algorithm maintains a set W, initialized to 1, of
states that have not yet been analyzed, and a set V which
contains information about the set of states which have
been analyzed. The algorithm preserves the the following
invariant: W _ V is reachable if and only if 1 is reachable,
and if 1 is reachable then (_# # W)(\#$ # V)(dist(#)<
dist(#$). Thus, if W becomes empty, then the algorithm
terminates concluding that 1 is unreachable. Otherwise, the
algorithm proceeds by analyzing each state in W in turn.
When a state # in W is analyzed, three possibilities arise:
1. if # is the initial state then terminate and say that 1 is
reachable,
FIG. 3. Algorithm for deciding reachability.
2. if there exists a state #$ in V with #$P#, then simply
discard # (since the invariant together with Lemma 5.5
imply that there is a #" # W such that dist(#")<dist(#$)
dist(#)),
3. otherwise generate the -successors of #, put these
into W, and move # from W to V. Furthermore, remove
each member #$ of V for which #P#$. (By Lemma 5.5 this
does not affect the information contained in V.)
The correctness of the algorithm follows directly from the
invariant. The reason why the algorithm always terminates
is that only a finite set of global states can be added to V.
This can be explained as follows. Whenever a new element
# is added to V it is ensured that #$ P #, for each #$ already
added to V. This means that the sequence of global states
added to V forms a sequence #1 #2 #3 } } } , such that #i P # j
for all i< j. It follows from Higman’s theorem that there is
no such sequence which is infinite. This result can be found
e.g. as Theorem 6.1.2 in [Lot83], where it is attributed to
Higman [Hig52]. A version which suits our purposes is the
following.
Theorem 5.6 (Higman’s theorem). Let M be a finite
set. There is no infinite sequence w1 w2 w3 } } } of elements in
M*, such that wi P wj for all i< j.
It is straightforward to generalize Higman’s theorem to
sequences #1 #2 #3 } } } of global states.
There is a connection between our algorithm for deciding
reachability and standard proofs by invariants. When
running the reachability algorithm with an unreachable
input set 1, then upon completion of the algorithm the set
V gives a finite characterization of the set of global states
from which 1 is reachable. The characterization is described
as a set V , where
V =[#; _#$ .#$ # V and #$P#].
For each global state #, the set 1 is reachable from # if and
only if # # V . If we define the set I to be the complement of
V , then I represents an invariant which can be used to prove
that 1 is unreachable. Since 1 is unreachable, the initial
global state #0 is a member of I. Note that I is larger than or
equal to the set of the reachable states.
Furthermore, since the channels can lose messages, any
invariant in a lossy channel system (I in this case) is closed
under the P relation. Using Higman’s Theorem it can be
shown [Cou91] that any set I which is closed under the P
relation is regular and can be represented by a unique finite
set V of counter-examples, in the sense that the complement
of I is equal to V .
This fact can be proved as follows. Let I be a set of strings
over a finite alphabet, which is closed under the P relation.
Let I$ be the complement of I. It is clear that I$ is closed
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under the p relation. Let V be the set of minimal elements
of I$, i.e.
V=#; (# # I$) 7 (_% #$ # I .#$O#)]
By Higman’s theorem it follows that V is finite, and hence
the set V consists of a finite number of counter-examples
characterizing the set I. This implies that I$ (and hence I ) is
regular.
5.2. Example
Consider the Alternating Bit Protocol, described in
Section 3, and the safety property of Example 4.1. Using the
method described in Section 4 , we can reduce the problem
of checking the safety property to an instance of the
reachability problem, by forming the product of the lossy
channel system representing the protocol and the finite
automaton (in Fig. 2) representing the complement of the
safety property.
The set of control states of the product can be described
by a set of triples (i, j, k) , where 1i, j4 and 1k3.
The elements i, j, and k represent the states of the Sender,
the Receiver, and the finite automaton respectively. The
problem is to check whether the set 1=[(i, j, 3); 1i,
j4] of control states is reachable.
When the reachability algorithm is applied to the above
problem, it gives the answer that 1 is unreachable. When
the algorithm terminates, the set V contains the global
states described in Table 1. For example, the global states in
V which have (1, 1, 1) as a control state are those which
have either the message 0 in channel cM and = in channel cA ,
or have = in channel cM and the message 0 in channel cA .
TABLE 1
The Set V Generated When Applying the Reachability
Algorithm to the Alternating Bit Protocol
Control State Channel cM Channel cA
(1, 1, 1) 0 =
(1, 1, 1) = 0
(2, 1, 2) 01 =
(2, 1, 2) = 0
(2, 2, 2) 1 =
(2, 2, 2) = 0
(2, 3, 1) 1 =
(2, 3, 1) = 01
(3, 3, 1) 1 =
(3, 3, 1) = 1
(4, 1, 1) 0 =
(4, 1, 1) = 10
(4, 3, 2) 10 =
(4, 3, 2) = 1
(4, 4, 2) 0 =
(4, 4, 2) = 1
all other control states = =
This means that from (1, 1, 1) it is not possible to reach 1
if the content of each of the channels belongs to the regular
language 1*. On the other hand if the content of either of the
channels includes 0, then 1 is reachable from (1, 1, 1).
Similarly, the global states in V which have (4, 1, 1) as a
control state are those which have either 0 in channel cM
and = in channel cA , or have = in channel cM and 10 in chan-
nel cA. This means that from (4, 1, 1) it is not possible to
reach 1 if the content of channel cM belongs to the regular
language 1* and the content of channel cA belongs to the
regular language 0*1*. On the other hand it is possible to
reach 1 if channel cM contains the message 0 or if channel
cA contains the string 10 (not necessarily contiguously).
In Fig. 4, we give a graphic representation of the invariant
set I for the Alternating Bit protocol. Each node in the
graph is defined by a 5-tuple (i, j, k, rM, rA) , where (i, j, k)
describes a control state as before, and rM and rA are regular
expressions representing the contents of the channels cM
and cA . Each node corresponds to a set of global states
in I. For example, the node (2, 1, 2, 1*0*, 1*) indicates
that I contains the global state where the control state is
(2, 1, 2), and the content of channel cM is a member of the
regular language 1*0*, and the content of channel cA is a
member of the regular language 1*. Furthermore, the
labeled edges of the graph represent transitions among the
global states in I. An edge means that, for a global state in
the source node, we can perform the operation described by
the label and obtain a global state in the target node. In fact,
in this particular example, the set I happens to be equal to
the set of reachable global states of the system.
5.3. Complexity
We have not been able to analyze the worst-case bound
on the number of iterations in the reachability algorithm.
The analysis is difficult since in general there is no bound on
the length of sequences in Higman’s theorem: for any
natural number n there is the sequence mn, mn&1, . . ., m of
length n, where m is any member of the alphabet. However,
in some special cases it is possible to give bounds under
restrictions on the sequence. From the definition of the
-relation, we know that the difference in channel sizes
between a global state and any of its -successors is at most
one. This means that in the reachability algorithm, a global
state in the set W is replaced only by global states whose
channel sizes are larger by at most one. It could be possible
that these restrictions enable us to define an upper bound on
the number of iterations in terms of the sizes of the input
global states and the alphabet.
5.4. Deciding the Eventuality Problem
For a lossy channel system L and a finite set N of control
states of L, we give an algorithm for deciding whether each
sequence of transitions eventually reaches a global state
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FIG. 4. The set I for the Alternating Bit Protocol.
whose control part is in N. The algorithm is obtained by
performing a simple reachability analysis (using the relation
) from the initial state. Starting from the initial state #0 , a
tree of reachable global states is constructed. A branch of
the tree need not be expanded further if it contains a state
whose control part is in N. The algorithm can now end in
one of two ways:
1. If all branches of the tree end in a state whose control
part is in N, then the eventuality property holds.
2. If a state #$ is a descendant of a state # and #P#$, then
a loop in the execution has been discovered, which means
that the eventuality property does not hold.
Using Theorem 5.6, we can also for this algorithm prove
that the reachability tree is finite and that the algorithm
therefore terminates.
6. EMPIRICAL RESULTS
As an empirical experiment, we have analyzed some
sliding-window protocols [Tan81], using a model where the
sender and the receiver communicate via two unbounded
and lossy channels; one for transmitting messages from
the sender to the receiver and one for transmitting
acknowledgments from the receiver to the sender. Each
protocol has a parameter MaxSeq, where MaxSeq2. The
messages and acknowledgments are assigned sequence
numbers in the set [0, ..., MaxSeq&1]. The size of the
sender window is MaxSeq&1, while the size of the receiver
window is one. In our model we have omitted the actual
messages; i.e., only sequence numbers are transmitted over
the channels. For these protocols, we have verified the safety
properties that the traces are included in the traces of a
buffer with a capacity of MaxSeq&1.
Notice that if MaxSeq=2, the sliding window protocol
described above reduces to the Alternating Bit Protocol
(Fig. 1), and the specification reduces to that described in
Fig. 2.
Table 2 illustrates the performance of a draft implementa-
tion of the algorithm in the language C for different values
of MaxSeq. The second column shows the number of con-
trol states in the product of the lossy channel system
describing the protocol and the finite automaton repre-
senting the specification. This number is the product of the
number of states of the Sender (MaxSeq2), the number of
states of the Receiver (2*MaxSeq), and the number of states
of the specification (MaxSeq+1). The third column shows
TABLE 2
Performance of the Algorithm on Different
Sliding Window Protocols
No. of
control No. of Size Verification
MaxSeq states iterations of V time (s)
2 48 136 56 0.01
3 216 1049 273 0.1
4 640 4579 856 0.53
5 1500 14408 2100 1.9
6 3024 37883 4404 6.8
7 5488 86559 8281 22
8 9216 179982 14368 64
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the number of iterations of the loop when applying the algo-
rithm of Fig. 3, the fourth column shows the size of the set
V upon termination, and the last column shows the verifica-
tion time on a Sun SPARCstation 10. As described in
[Kin93], the verification time is dependent on the data
structures used for the implementation of the sets W and V
in the reachability algorithm (see Fig. 3). Table 2 describes
the results of an implementation where the set W is
implemented as a queue and the set V is implemented as a
hash table.
7. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have shown that several types of safety
and liveness properties of systems of finite-state processes
that communicate over unbounded but lossy FIFO
channels are decidable. We have performed empirical
studies that show that the reachability algorithm is practical
for verifying idealized models of sliding window protocols of
moderate size.
Our results generalize to other types of sequences that can
lose elements, e.g. ‘‘lossy stacks’’, ‘‘lossy tapes’’ (of, e.g.,
Turing machines). It follows that the halting problem for
Turing machines with ‘‘lossy tapes’’ is decidable.
There is also another way to prove that the reachability
problem is decidable. For systems with perfect unbounded
FIFO buffers, Pachl [Pac87] has shown that the
reachability problem is decidable if the set of reachable
global states can be described by combining each control
state with a recognizable expression that describes the
possible corresponding contents of the channels. We can
then combine this fact with a result in language theory
which states that any language which is closed under the
substring relation (P) is recognizable [Cou91], to prove
the decidability of the reachability problem for lossy
channel systems. Pachl gives no algorithm for constructing
a description of the reachable states in the case where the
channel contents is a recognizable language. A descrip-
tion can be obtained from our reachability algorithm by
inspecting the set of nonreachable states which remain in V
when the algorithm terminates, as described in Section 5.
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